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ABSTRACT 

The General Data Protection Regulation is an improvement to the existing Data Directive 
enforced on May 2018, for it to be followed; companies established methods of data 
processing which caused impact on the European Community. This paper was 
conducted among residents in Ireland aiming to identify the awareness and perception 
of people after the enforcement, in which extent they sense control their Personal Data, 
how aware are of their rights and the level of trust on companies that store information. 
Using quantitative method to make an exploratory research and deduct the response to 
the research question a questionnaire was applied to 133 persons, with inquiries about 
different aspects of the GDPR, obtaining almost 100% of the responses, they were 
analysed to reach the main objectives. The results obtained were in general terms 
positive, concluding that even though there are still work to do, awareness endeavours 
in Ireland have been effective. 
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1. INTRODUCTION 
 
 

Through history data has always been stored and sometimes shared mainly by 

organizations, for citing some examples: yellow pages, bank accounts of people, HR 

information or a simple phone number interchange. This information was used for 

different purposes, but most of the time reminded saved in big storage boxes that ended 

up destroyed. Nowadays with the increase of technology, Information sharing has 

accelerated and becoming a daily habit the past couple of decades, not only by 

companies but from individuals and is undeniable how fast it happens, being part of 

what is considered the “Internet of Things”, which is a concept used to describe how 

almost any electronic device can be connected and/or interconnected through the 

internet. All the persons are now surrounded in a world where loads of our information 

and others are being shared, sometimes on purpose, for example somebody posting a 

photo on social media; and some other times is done unintentionally, for instance a 

virtual friend of this person sending the same photo to an acquaintance. This network 

data traveling is taking place between parties, and data is managed either by people or 

by systems that are handling collection, storage and movement of data.  Another basic 

example is to setup online registration, data such as names, phone number, address, 

photo of your ID and date of birth are requested either for official government, banking 

process or social media, companies store this data and some of them make use it for 

different purposes, if all this information has not given, one person simply does not 

obtain services, therefore a person has no choice but to rely in institutions and their 

network security of their services, this way companies build huge amount of databases 

which are commonly a huge target for thefts, reason why companies data processing 

must be robust. 

 

As a consequence of this living mode, debates or word spread about Data privacy 

and confidentiality rose  (Tolmie and Crabtree, 2018). One of the main discussions 

addressed by (Menand, (2018) is for instance, that the focus of an online company is no 

longer the simple act of collecting data and trying to use it for marketing reasons, but 
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that information can easily go to the “wrong hands”. An article of Trend Micro (What do 

Hackers do with Your Stolen Identity? - Security News - Trend Micro USA, 2017) explains 

what hackers do with personal data: ‘Identity theft is the process of stealing your 

personal information — like your name, address, Social Security number and email 

address — and using it without your consent. Identity theft can happen to anyone, and 

the effects can be more than just an inconvenience. Hackers may obtain your 

information in a data breach. But they may also be able to get your information if you 

enter it on a public computer or go to an unsecured website — and these are just some 

examples of how hackers can steal your information.’ According to (Russell and Fuller, 

(2017) there was a big concert for the European Union in late 2000s due to the large 

amount of US companies handling EU citizens data were breached, along with 

disclosures of different surveillance programmes dedicated to collect data of them. 

 

The need to enhance the legislation addressing data control was undeniable, 

despite of the fact there was already a Data Protection Directive, population had not too 

much involvement nor a voice in terms of how their personal data was combined and 

processed (Billgren and Ekman, 2017), which had to be improved and updated according 

to the new practices. This is why GDPR was established and enforced in May 2018. 

Companies prepared to comply with the regulation, improving their data collection, 

processing, storage and policies in order to improve and grant individuals control of their 

own information. Individuals were advised through the media and different institutions, 

started noticing a cookies banner when visited webpages and were trained by 

companies they worked for about this regulation, depending of the area, in general 

there was an awareness campaign, having to learn in the different areas how to handle 

information. Even considering these endeavours, it is believed that an important 

amount of persons do not even know the meaning of it or from other perspectives it has 

just added more bureaucracy on organizations processes; therefore many people 

question if it has been effective, if it has helped to build reliability in companies, give 

individuals control of their information and reduce privacy concerns, this paper is 

intended to investigate the perception of the Irish community in this regard.  
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1.1 Research Background 
 

GDPR was implemented in 2016, but it was not until 2017 when the planning for 

companies to comply with it started, when finally enforced in May 2018; organizations 

that collected user information must had to adhere to it. As by Q4 of 2019, it has been 

1.5 years since it came into force and this already lead to wonder if it has given the 

desired results.  

 

Since its implementation, numerous articles and investigations in different areas 

have been published, such as Technology, Business, Finance, even implications when 

conducting research, among others. Clearly one of the topics to be reviewed is the 

challenges to comply; the study of (Gocheva (2017) in the Netherlands conducted before 

the enforcement of the regulation, shows what most of companies had to embrace for 

compliance purposes: new policy definitions, procedures, organizational and costs 

obligations, employees training, which is also mentioned by Russell and Fuller in their 

popular “GDPR for Dummies” publication (Russell and Fuller, 2017).  

 

One of the main objectives of the regulation is the right of an individual to have 

control over their personal information, therefore some authors have discussed in which 

extent this regulation has improved on this matter. In their article, Oijoen and Vrabec 

(2019) deeply explain how tech progression has led to an increment of online 

transactions concerning consumer data it has become harder for consumers to gain 

control over it and how GDPR seems to address this individual control by being one of 

the priorities, but also mention how behavioural scientists criticise it for not being able 

to do it appropriately as persons are overloaded with data protection and privacy 

policies given by data collectors which is expected to be read and consent, but 

paradoxically the more information the people is exposed, the less they are able to 

review, filter and make an informed decision, which leads to question the extent of the 

general perception and awareness of the population.  
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This paper will examine the extent of people awareness, perception and 

ownership of their personal data in relation to the GDPR in the country of Ireland, a 

similar experiment performed by Shailesh Balla at Erasmus School of economics seven 

months before the regulation was enforced (2018), explored if consumers would change 

their behaviour in terms of privacy after the GDPR, showing mainly ambiguous results 

and finally predicted once the regulation came into place there might be some variation, 

being sometime after the enforcement, the present research will focus on explore how 

on a country where most of the technology and the biggest Social Media Organizations, 

named data collectors are concentrated, the General Data Protection Regulation is 

acknowledged, its compliance procedures trusted among population and their concern 

about Data Processing and privacy. Other studies have been performed in different 

nations of the EU, however no one has made a proper research on the perception of the 

subject or individual that the regulation is intended to protect, even though there are 

few articles questioning this paradox and implications of this regulations in many 

different areas, including research itself. 

 

1.2 Aim and Objectives 
 

The aim of this research is to determine the level of awareness and 

understanding of the General Data Protection Regulation among Ireland residents after 

its enforcement.  

 

The objectives in order to achieve this aim are:  

 

1. Identify people perception of the GDPR enforcement one year after 

implementation 

2. To examine how important are the main aspects of GDPR for individuals 

in terms of Data Control. 

3. To examine the level of trust or how confident individuals are about their 

Personal Data to be stored and processed by others or companies. 

4. To determine the level of control and ownership the individual has on its 

Personal Data 
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These statements will allow the research question to be answered, additionally 

will show a general perspective of the perception in Ireland inhabitants in respect of the 

regulation enforcement, moreover obtaining results of the trust they have in 

organizations handling their data.  

 

1.3 Research Question 
 

The research question suggested to clarify and reach objectives for this paper is 

the following:  

 

How effective has been the level of awareness of GDPR aspects in Ireland residents 

after its enforcement?  

 

1.4 Research Relevance and Contribution 
 

Humans have a natural concern for privacy and security, they have the habit to 

protect their assets by locking their cars, houses, offices to prevent them to be taken 

away, they recognize their ownership of these objects for being tangible and when an 

unfortunate event occurs, there are many laws in place to penalize those committing 

the crime. The importance of these cases is certain, its seen as part of the daily activity; 

there are even professionals working to solve them but, In which extent people is willing 

to protect one of the most important Assets: personal information? There are cases 

where people is concerned about their privacy and might be resilient about sharing their 

data, in other cases persons are either not aware about consequences or what is 

happening with their information, an others simply do not care, but even if they are 

aware, concerned and informed, the current processes used by the majority of the 

companies to collect their information left them with no choice but to trust and still 

some amount do not acknowledge the changes in the regulation and how they are able 

to use them in their favour.  

 

The GDPR was established and communicated, one of the purposes is to 

promote information freedom, giving individuals in a full measure the right to control 
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their information by establishing policies that assuring their data is not going to be 

misused by any entity, considering there many cases of data breach and identity theft 

occurring it is crucial to be confident there is a regulation in place to take as many 

corrective actions as needed. There have been studies, surveys investigating the 

perception if the community in different countries, but very few (If none) conducted in 

Ireland, therefore is relevant to analyse the extent of perception in the lights of the 

regulation enforcement.  
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2. LITERATURE REVIEW 
 

2.1 Introduction  
 

There is always a good practice to have an understanding and look at others 

researches work towards the objectives in this paper, to observe in which extent it will 

contribute to the community and to the efforts made in these 1.5 years by the Data 

Protection Commission in Ireland.  

 

Hence, this review will start presenting some studies about perceptions of 

people in different countries after the enforcement, the definitions of the main aspects 

and concepts of GPDR and their awareness by individuals, explaining data ownership 

and control, as well as investigations on those fields, then to explore the trust in 

companies storing information.  

 

2.2 Perception of the GDPR Enforcement  
 

2.2.1 Awareness 
 

In May 25 2018 the GDPR was enforced, every online resources were affected by 

it, even though there was a preparation of two years, for organizations it has not been 

an easy journey. In her article,(Sanders (2019) explains how even after months of the 

implementation, few American media websites preferred to block their content for 

European readers than to be in compliance due to the complexity of the regulation. Also 

mentions how tech organizations such as Yahoo and Google were vexed because of the 

large amount requests claiming the right to be forgotten. Challenges post enforcement 

were critically analysed by Albi Dode in Sweden (Dode, 2018), Legislation problems such 

as lacks of terminology explanation between members of the different states which 

could be very complex as each of them may have their own derivation or interpretation, 

many legal, storage requirements hard to fulfil leaving some gaps, articles 

contradictions, difficulty when mixed with Countries regulations, such as the laws in the 

USA which me mentions, leave yet some uncertainties. 
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As previously mentioned, one of the key objectives of this Old Data Directive 

improvement is exercise EU residents fundamental rights, by providing them tools in 

order to grant them control of their personal data, certainly there was a huge awareness 

campaign in relation to it, moreover almost every online site started displaying 

messages to accept the new cookies policies, which also contributed to its 

acknowledgment by making consumers to question the source of the banners. A year 

and a half has passed, therefore is fair enough to question how its performance has been 

in relation to community perception. Few articles and surveys have been published so 

far around the European Union, although many of them are concerning the marketing 

field, they have showed generally good results. One research conducted in March this 

year among internet users in France, Germany, Poland, Spain and UK by the (European 

Interactive Digital Advertising Alliance (2019)  explored consumers attitudes and 

perceptions changes in online advertising after the GDPR, showing that around 75% 

have some awareness of it even though only 46% have some understanding, 40% of 

them are more knowledgeable of the collection procedures and processing of data after 

the regulation was enforced and around 97% know their data is being used in 

advertising. On the other side, a research conducted by the Marketing team of the 

famous webpage “Hubspot” partnered with Professor Nicole Montgomery (Dick, 2019) 

among people from the US and EU (UK, Germany and France) about consumer attitude 

changes after GPDR, showed that for the EU citizens the respondents familiar with the 

regulation dropped in a 6.6% stating they are not as focused as when it was recently 

implemented, furthermore; presented that a number of consumers claiming a better 

interaction with companies decreased, however 63% of the EU consumers coincided on 

the regulation making a positive impact on data privacy. When the US consumers were 

asked if they were in favour of a similar law implemented in America, a slight majority 

agreed. Being the first anniversary of the GDPR enforcement this year, the European 

Commission requested a survey to measure the awareness (Kantar, 2019) the results 

were that “67% of Europeans have heard of GDPR, from those 31% don’t know exactly 

what it is” in these results, the respondents from Ireland were mentioned for at least of 

them acknowledge the regulation, placing them in 11th place out of the 28 members of 

the EU. In a research conducted in Norway by by(Presthus and Sørum in the spring of 

2019) made comparison with findings of a work performed by them exactly one year 
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previous the implementation of the regulation in which found an increase of 

acknowledge of the existence and meaning of regulation from 46.6% in 2018 to 61.77% 

in 2019. 

 

2.2.2 Privacy 
 

Historically privacy has been a topic of dismay among individuals, Chavanne ( 

2018) references several authors stating how important is to understand antecedents 

of it; such as age, vulnerability perception, desire of control and ownership.  In recent 

years there has been some research conducted intending to find out how much data 

privacy worth to people, one of the most recent studies done by Winegar and Sunstein 

(2019), mentions people pay little to protect their privacy compared to what they are 

willing to be paid for disclosing their information. Additionally, Balla (2018) analyses the 

work of several researchers, finding an inconsistency in the relation of information 

disclosure behaviour and privacy importance, which lead to study the Privacy Paradox 

Research, finding consumers give privacy significance, but with the right motivation, 

they are willing to disclose their personal data; topic mentioned on the work of (Presthus 

and Sørum (2019), mentioning the in their literature an example presented by a study 

of Obar and Oeldorf-Hirish,  indicating the majority of the people skip to read the privacy 

policy when signing up for social media networking service, mentioning consumers pay 

little o not attention, saying they show consternation in their privacy but do not behave 

accordingly; in general, the results found by these authors, proved and confirmed this 

paradox, they conclude that even though most of the consumers care about privacy and 

are well informed, very few take action in their enhanced rights.  

 

All these studies show positive results and a good guidance for this paper, but 

most of the work was performed in few EU countries, therefore the findings of this piece 

will complement the perspective from the point of view of residents in Ireland, being 

this a tech based country. 

 

2.3 Examination of main aspects of GDPR 
 

 The General Data Protection Regulation (GPDR) is a reform to the existing Data 
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Protection Directive in response to the accelerated change of data processing due to 

new technologies, the European Commission states it regulates the processing of 

personal data relating to all individuals, granting them rights and protection of their 

personal information (Russell and Fuller, 2017).  As changed from directive to a 

regulation, it is enforced to all members of the EU, improving data protection rights and 

business opportunities; in other words, it defends the right to data protection with the 

purpose of safeguarding privacy which is an established Human right, by encouraging 

organizations to implement procedures on their data processing in order to comply with 

it otherwise they will be monetary penalized. (Politou, Alepis and Patsakis, 2018), 

(Billgren and Ekman, 2017). 

 

2.3.1 Key Concepts 
 
 

a) Personal Data 
 

Due to the Internet of Things, Data has drifted from being a result of operations 

in areas such as HR, finance, production, etc. to be a main subject in others; it has been 

considered by many authors as the “new oil” as it the core source of the different online 

platforms that collects it and process it for different purposes, therefore has acquired a 

very important economic thus valuable significance (Kugler, 2018; Scassa, 2018; Koos, 

2019). In his article, Sperling (2017) highlights how companies dedicated to collect, do 

analytics and process data efficiently are lately the most profitable.  Whereas different 

type of data is saved, what these authors mainly refer is classified as Personal Data. 

 

There is a tendency to confuse what Personal Data is, while in The European 

Commission it is defined as “any information that relates to an identified or identifiable 

living individual”, other authors claim that is actually the combination of attributes what 

constitutes it. Irwin (2018) suggests the composition of Personal Data is the context in 

which data is collected, for example giving your name for the waiting list in a restaurant 

is not considered personal data, on the other hand; giving your name, phone number 

and your date of birth to a certain registration of a webpage, constitutes personal data, 

Kamleitner and Mitchell (Kamleitner and Mitchell, 2017) also mention how it involves 
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the information generated with the purpose of estimating subject habits, behaviours, 

predilections, etc. 

 

b) Concepts defined by the regulation 
 

For better understanding, here are some key concepts defined in the article 4 

(Claudiu, 2018REGULATION (EU) 2016/679 OF THE EUROPEAN PARLIAMENT AND OF 

THE COUNCIL, 2018): 

 

 Data Subject:  an identifiable natural person is the one who can be identified or 

distinguished directly or indirectly by a identifier reference such as name, 

identification number, address; an online reference for example IP address or 

any other factors such as social, physiological, economical, genetic, cultural, etc. 

and that whose personal data is processed by a controller or processor. 

 

 Data Controller: the natural or legal person, public authority, agency or other 

body which, alone or jointly with others, decide the purpose and method of 

processing of personal data; the legal body that acts to collect and process 

personal data. 

 

 Data Processor: a natural or legal person, public authority, agency or other body 

which processes personal data on behalf of the controller, and merely handles 

the data. ‘personal data breach’ a breach of security leading to the accidental or 

unlawful destruction, loss, alteration, unauthorised disclosure of, or access to, 

personal data transmitted, stored or otherwise processed; 

 

 Processing: any operation or set of operations which is performed on personal 

data or on sets of personal data, whether or not by automated means, such as 

collection, recording, organisation, structuring, storage, adaptation or alteration, 

retrieval, consultation, use, disclosure by transmission, dissemination or 

otherwise making available, alignment or combination, restriction, erasure or 

destruction; 
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 Consent (of the data subject): any freely given, specific, informed and 

unambiguous indication of the data subject's wishes by which he or she, by a 

statement or by a clear affirmative action, signifies agreement to the processing 

of personal data relating to him or her. 

 

 Personal Data Breach: Security Breach resulting from the accidental or unlawful, 

damage, alteration, loss, unauthorized disclosure or access to personal data. 

 
Articles to highlight: 

 A very important Article to be explained for the purposes of this research is the 

number 3, it establishes the regulation applies to all the data subjects in the 

European Union whom data is processed by a company even when they are no 

citizens and to all the European Citizens whose data is processed by any 

company, even when the organization is not established in the EU. 

 Article 5: Explains how personal data must be processed. 

 Article 6: Lawful bases of the data processing. 

 Articles 12-22: Rights of the Individual, some of them detailed below. 

 Articles 25-32: Companies measures and/or obligations to protect personal data, 

some of them explained below.  

(Claudiu, 2018), (REGULATION (EU) 2016/679 OF THE EUROPEAN PARLIAMENT AND OF 

THE COUNCIL, 2018) 

 

 

2.3.2 Rights of the Individuals 
 

Privacy and Data Protection are fundamental rights of each individual, stated in 

Articles 7 and 8 respectively, on EU Charter of Fundamental Rights (Brkan, 2019). Article 

7 states every person has the right to have their private and family life, home and 

communications respected (Article 7 - Respect for private and family life, 2015) and 

Article 8 states everyone has the right to the protection or their personal data, which 

must be reasonably processed, for specific purposes, under consent and available when 

is required. For these to be respected, the GDPR established the following rights for 
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individuals (Payton; REGULATION (EU) 2016/679 OF THE EUROPEAN PARLIAMENT AND 

OF THE COUNCIL, 2018) : 

 Right to access (Art 15): The subject has the right to be told if their personal data 

is being processed and if that is the case access to it, along with details such as 

the purpose of the processing, categories of the data, period of storage, third 

parties the data has been or will be shared with. 

 

 Right to rectification (Art 16): the right individuals have to request corrections 

of any errors or incomplete information without delay. 

 

 Right to erasure (Right to be forgotten, Art 17): The subject can request to have 

his/her data deleted and the controller has the obligation to erase it when data 

is no longer necessary, as long as either the subject withdrawn consent 

previously given or when data had been unlawfully processed, among others. 

 

 Right to restriction of processing (Art 18): under few conditions, subject might 

request the restriction of data processing of their information. 

 

 Right to data portability (Art 20): individuals can receive data concerning to 

them previously provided to the controller in a machine-readable format, 

additionally may transfer it to another controller if they want. 

 

 Right to object (Art 21): subject is able to object at any time to processing of 

personal data concerning to him/her, if an objection is received, data controllers 

have to prove the data is being processed lawfully.  

 

 Right not to be subjected to automated individual decision-making (Art 22), 

where the decision affects them.  

 

For these rights to be granted to data subjects, obligations for companies  are 

therefore generated, which are explained below. 
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2.3.3 What companies must do in order to comply 
  

Every organization that handles EU citizen personal data is under this regulation, 

according to Claudiu (2018) although every company is not 100% compliant and basically 

is more related to treating information from an ethical point of view,(Hodge (2019) 

mentions big technological companies such as Google and Facebook are to be carefully 

followed being these under the Irish jurisdiction. There are obligations they must 

undertake according to the Data Protection Commission in Ireland  (For Organisations | 

Data Protection Commission): 

 

 Right of Access by the Data Subject (Art. 15): Organizations must provide 

electronic copies of the data being handled upon request from the subject as 

well as provide other additional information. 

  Right to Data Portability (Art. 20): Data that the subject requests should be in 

readable format. Is very related with article 15, therefore companies must 

inform individuals about both rights to avoid confusion.   

 Accountability obligation (Arts 24-31): Organizations must demonstrate they 

are compliant with the law, therefore they must have procedures in place to 

document all the process in place to protect the information of the data subject. 

 Lawful processing (Art 6): companies must have lawful grounds in order to 

process personal data, the most common are consent by the subject, to carry 

out a contract or to meet a legal obligation. When at least one of the six lawful 

reason applies, the processing is considered legal. 

 Transparency requirement (Art 12): Provide transparent information to the 

subject by letting them know who you are as an organization, why their data is 

being processed, the amount of time the data will be stored, if it will be 

transferred to another entity or individual. 

 Data protection by Design and by default (Art 25): to make data privacy features 

and technologies part of projects from its start, therefore the best practices will 

be assured and cost-effective. Here is the reason the regulation applies also to 

the EU residents, as their information is handled by companies under the 

regulation.  
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 Risk based approach (Arts 25 and Art 35): as the processing of data by nature 

implies a risk companies have to make sure they are legally, securely, effectively 

and efficiently processing data, they have to determine the type of data and the 

risk associated to it, HR and Finance store key information compared to a 

Marketing department for example. Risk assessments must be conducted, 

awareness sessions among employees  

 Data Transfer (Art 44 - Art 50): when organizations hire other companies to 

process the large amount of data they collect, they have to guarantee they have 

procedures in place to protect this data. 

 Breach notifications (Recital, 85): organizations are obligated to report any data 

breach to the supervisory authority no more than 72 hours after 

acknowledgement unless is able to prove it does not represent a risk for the 

personal data. 

 EU - US Privacy Shields (Art 45-46, Gen 104): The Privacy Shield certification 

must be place for every US Company that process EU Citizen data, it guarantees 

process robustness and in accordance with the regulation. 

 Telecoms/ISP provider data security breach notification form: Network 

providers must notify a Data Breach in less than 24 hours after they notice them 

to the competent National Authority. 

 Data Protection Impact Assessments (Art 35-36): every organization must carry 

this assessment to Identify and mitigate data protection risks in any project. 

 Data Protection Officers (Art 37-39): under certain conditions, the organization 

must designate a DPO and share contact details to the National Supervisory 

Authority, whose tasks among others are to provide advice in DPIAs, monitor 

compliance, inform Data Controllers and processors of their obligations and be 

a point of contact with the authorities. 

 Controller and Processor relationships (recital 81 and 82): As these are key 

elements of GDPR compliance, there should be a strong, binding and contractual 

relationship between them.  

 

2.3.4 How aware subjects are of their rights 
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 A research named GDPR impact on the landscape of online privacy policies by 

(Linden et al., (2019), focused on assessing policies prior and post GDPR in websites, 

showing that even though policies are considerably longer, there is a positive consumer 

experience, also showing user knowledge of policies that were not present before and 

now are, such as retention periods, allowing users to access, object or correct their 

information, even though it showed there is still work to do on transparency and full-

disclosure stability. 

 

The previously mentioned work of (Presthus and Sørum, (2019) analyses also 

perceptions of people in regards of the main aspects, grouping Articles 5,12, 13 and 14 

as the right to information; 15, 16 and 18  as are right to access, 21, 30 and 7 as right to 

object, and considering the right to erasure (Art. 17), portability (Art. 20), decision 

making (Art 22)  and territorial scope (Art. 3). Their findings state most consumers care 

about the right to information before and after the implementation of the GDPR, in the 

right to access; they discovered consumers are concerned about how their data is being 

stored and they at least feel the desire to control it by having 60% of the persons saying 

they might avail the right in the future, on the right to erasure they discovered the 

majority of the consumers will want to ask a company to delete their information and a 

small percentage even mentioned they had executed this right already and also 

mentions their concern at not being completely sure about their data has been 

completely deleted, on the right to objection they found out mixed thoughts on people 

being 1/3 approximately of them stating they used this right, and another 1/3 stating 

they might use it in the future.  

Moreover, according to the survey presented in the “Eurobarometer” (Kantar, 

2019), most of their respondents know about their rights and even some of them have 

already used them, regarding the the right to access they got the majority of the 

respondents saying they know about it but have not exercised and few admitting they 

have exercised it (65% total); the same proportions were obtained for the right to 

rectification and right to erasure but in terms to right to objection the results were tight, 

still the majority acknowledging the information on the statute. Please see Appendix C 

to take a look in these results.  
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2.4 Level of Trust in Companies. 
 

Tolmie and Crabtree (2018) undertake a deep analysis of data sharing, 

highlighting the aspects of when a person shares information with those around them 

and with remote parties online, they explain is a common practice of a person to share 

information about their life to others either online or with other persons; this is done 

intentionally and thinking they know the person they are sharing the information with, 

they call it “recipient designed” which means subjects assume that when they share 

information, it will be interpreted, accounted and only disclosed under certain 

circumstances; but once the sharing occurs there is a permanent risk of information 

leakage which could lead to misuse, exposure or bullying by others and being online is 

really unknown the amount of people having access to it. When the information is 

unwittingly shared either by the subject or those recipients to another entity, is when 

this risk turns into a privacy violation, therefore the consternation. For the European 

Law, there is a difference between privacy and data protection, even when they are 

closely related, while privacy is the protection of the subject personal space (explained 

above), data protection refers to the conditions of how data that identifies a person is 

being processed (Politou, Alepis and Patsakis, 2018).  

 

On another point of view; some articles describe a common practice to share 

personal information to a hospital database, an HR department of a company, which in 

this case applies the same concept we previously discussed, that the recipient is known 

by the person, which coincides with a very interesting work performed by David 

Chavanne (2018) who says one  reliability factor is level of trust people has on the 

entities they share information with, cites mentions Chellapa and Sin who consider is 

easier for consumers to share information with companies they have a familiarity based 

on their experience with them, Buckle (2018) confirms the statement by assuring in 

recent years trust has become a fundamental piece of any company position. If an 

organization undergoes through a security breach then the privacy concern turn into 

security concern, therefore the trust perception tends to break; in his article, George 

Milne (Milne et al., 2017) speaks about many stories of reputation, financial and even 

lives have been lost for cases of unauthorized access to private information and how 
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marketers are reviewing their information safety processes in order to regain trust with 

consumers. 

With all the cases of identity theft that have occurred is of natural behaviour for 

certain people not to trust their information to be stored or processed by third parties, 

but due to the Internet of Things they have no choice but doing it, therefore the level of 

trust in this companies even more now with the GDPR in place should be perceived as 

high. Many companies and institutions rely on technological tools and procedures to 

collect personal data of all the consumers, which leaves them no option but to give away 

their information, therefore it has now become a habit, which relates with the definition 

of the  “Generalized trust: a person tendency to trust unknown individuals” (David 

Chavanne, 2018) this term according to his paper is associated with a big acceptability 

of personal data collection and this relationship is even stronger when the person know 

the brands of those collectors. Citing an anecdote of a Customer Service representative 

which performs the majority of sales by offering a 5% discount to clients, when she was 

about to make an online sale and asked for credit card details the customer rejected to 

disclose the information and preferred to make the purchase on the company web page 

instead. While information is collected by the company one way or another, users are 

progressively relying on the latest technological business models. A publication made by 

the company Help Net Security in 2019)published there is an increment of 36% of people 

trusting Organizations with their data, a year after the GDPR was enforced, it talks about 

how positive the community is since the enforcement, that even some have exercised 

their rights and others are more likely to use company websites that show GDPR 

compliance.  

2.5 Perceptions of ownership and control  
 

Based on the premise of being personal, it can be implied that each individual is 

owner of their self-data, nevertheless authors explain is not the case; Scassa (2018) 

explains the legal relationship between individuals and their personal information in the 

health sector by exposing a case of a patient who according to a court in Canada, the 

clinic producing her medical records, owns them physically. On another related 

example, Koos (2019) questions why those who that behaviourally generate personal 

data, which is economically used by organizations; do not own it. Finally both authors 
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coincide data are goods produced by someone (the consumer) and as the commercial 

value of personal information has increased, this producer should be the owner of it, 

able exploit the good and obtain a compensation for it. 

 

On their research, Kamleitner and Mitchell (2017) discuss when consumers sense 

ownership of their personal data, how easy is for them to give their data away, when no 

importance is given or when they feel little sense of owning it, not putting too much 

effort in protecting it. Explain that in order for people to protect their personal 

information they would first feel the unauthorized use of it violates their ownership 

therefore felt something they own was stolen, thus he questions if they feel this sense 

of property when is about a large amount of data. 

 

They list some characteristics to be met for people to feel ownership of an object 

and explains this sense of feeling for personal data instead. He first mentions people 

tend to think they could “grasp” what they own, that understanding of when their 

possession begin and end, when speaking of large quantity of data is impossible to keep 

track of it. Another reason is when is thought to be an object that is lost as personal data 

is mostly non tangible even when we allow others to use it, there is no perception of 

loss. Some other instances mention the data should be somehow meaningful; while 

birthdays, identity information are of significance, other such as anniversaries or 

favourite restaurant are perceived as of a little meaning to the subject. Also it has to be 

non-fungible which considerate the target not easy to replace. Additionally, they explain 

which experiences could damage this sense of ownership, citing Pierce (2003) he 

mentions how a person can feel a very strong ownership when they feel very 

knowledgeable of their data such as first and last names, but that rare and special data 

that is hard to trace even by the person itself us unlikely to be perceived as owned. The 

self-investment is another factor, even when is mentioned people feel strong ownership 

for things they create themselves, as people do not feel they put too much effort on 

creating the data, sometimes even data is created unintentionally, and even the means 

to collect the data were not created by them,  they do not perceive it as their own.   
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 According to these authors, one of the most powerful experience of ownership 

for the subject is the sense of control over the target, and the ways a person can exercise 

this control depends of their nature and states five elements for it to take place: the 

spatial control which does not apply since data is not materialized, the configuration 

control that allows a person to change settings of their object, which in data is possible 

but difficult due to the large amount that is generated, temporal control which enables 

the person to use the data when they decide, information such as memories, notes, 

photos stored by themselves is possible to make use of it, but other information 

generated is not easy to retrieve, the capacity of transform and rate data are other kind 

of controls where data can be altered or set the amount of data they consume or share. 

They conclude the majority of data is hard to be controlled by consumers because is 

intangible and vast, therefore there is a sense of lack of ownership. Authors have the 

perception that population has no control of how their information is collected and 

used, in their paper (Ooijen and Vrabec, (2019) emphasize how hard is being for 

consumers to keep control of their own personal data due to the increase of 

technological business practices, on the other hand in a research made by (Presthus and 

Sørum in the spring of 2019), showed a tight result on belief of data control with 50% of 

the participants feeling they had control over their personal data, while the 40% sense 

they have no control. 

 

2.5.1 How GDPR Intents to address Data Control.  
 

Almost every GDPR article or journal emphasizes that one of the key objectives 

when restructuring the old directive was to address individual control need, this means 

to grant a subject more control over their personal information, the recital 7 of the 

regulation states “Natural persons should have control of their own personal data” and 

is certainly what we can perceive when we take a look at the description of the articles 

previously explained. (Ooijen and Vrabec, 2019) consider control is when the subject is 

consciously aware of a situation and is also conscious of the power he/she has to start, 

stop or keep that situation, they conducted a very interesting research wherein this 

GDPR enhancement is examined by assessing its effectiveness from a behavioural 

perspective by identifying three different stages of a consent-based data processing, the 
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threats that affect individual control in each stage, how GDPR addresses them and how 

effective is when doing it. 

 

The first stage is the information receiving where data collector informs to the 

subject how data will be used and processed, the individual is supposed to make an 

informed decision in order to be in control, but they face information overload, 

complexity and asymmetry, which are considered threats due to the lack of motivation 

or ability of a person to scrutinise through details provided, or are quite difficult to 

understand sometimes even by controllers themselves. The right to explanation, 

provided in the GDPR articles 12-14, helps to address with these issues, thought provides 

little help with the complexity, since many algorithms are used to process that even 

when they explain to the subject, is complex to understand, another possible help for 

the explanation of policies is the use of icons, to help visualize instead of a large amount 

of reading, these are suggested in article 12.  

 

The second is the Approval and primary Use stage, it consists of how approval to 

data collection and processing is requested and in what extent affects decision-making. 

They explain of how default settings configuration lead consumers to accept disclosures, 

the use of contextual cues to give individuals the false perception of information control. 

GDPR grants more control over data by putting consent under certain conditions in a 

way to mitigate these situations, while in Article 4 consent is defined, it is also explained 

in recital 32 that silence, previously checked boxes is ambiguous and therefore it does 

not constitute a consent. 

 

In the third stage, the reuse of data is explained how nowadays information is 

used more than once and sometimes is even misused, stating sometimes the threats 

increase at this stage of secondary use, when is used by third parties processors or 

controllers individuals ignore where their data is being used, the way GDPR intends to 

avoid these risks are explained in Article 20 - right to portability, Article 15 – right to 

access and Article 17 - Right to erasure, which is a very good way for the individual to 

know the flow of their information.  
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Despite of the gaps that might still exist, these aspects contribute in grand matter 

to improve individual control of personal data and restrict misuse data from companies. 

On the survey made by the company (Kantar, (2019) requested from the European 

Union to assess GDPR after a year, 51% of the people feel they have partial control over 

the information they provide online and 14% believe they have complete control, that 

represents aproximately 2/3 of the population while almost in the same proportion the 

research performed by  (Presthus and Sørum (2019) is presented, being 46.8% the 

persons perceiving partial control on their information while 8.9% lot of control and 1% 

complete control.  
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3. METHODOLOGY 
 

3.1 Introduction 
 

The next chapters explain that even when empirically speaking the reason of 

following certain method or technique to conduct a research appears to be evident, 

these decisions are often based on a cognitive thought, therefore is worth for this piece 

of work to present the rationale of the investigation based in scientific explanations of 

the approach, methods and implications used in its elaboration.  

 

To avoid confusion of terms, method is defined by (White and Rayner (2014) as 

the particular techniques to collect data and information, while (Clough and Nutbrown 

(2012) state that Methodology is an explanation for using certain research type and 

methods, most of the explanation will be based from (Saunders, Lewis and Thornhill 

concepts (2019) as it seems to be very comprehensive and complete, and they define 

Methodology as “the theory of how research should be undertaken” and uses a graphic 

description they call “Research Onion” (Appendix A) to describe the different stages 

(layers of the onion) they consider a researcher must follow in order to develop an 

effective methodology work (Stainton 2019), therefore this paper work will be “peeling” 

away these layers, explaining the underlying  reasons of the data collection and analysis.  

 

3.2 Research Design 
 

According to (Kumar (2011, p. 154) “is a plan, structure and strategy of 

investigation to obtain answers to research questions or problems”. An understanding 

description is sketched by(White and Rayner (2014), when displaying a diagram similar 

to the design flow maps used in programming (appendix B)  and explain with it that 

Research Design  is a “general term that covers a number of separate but related issues 

associated with research”, including aims, appropriate methodology, data collection 

techniques intended to use, methods selected for the analysis, interpretation and how 

all of this fits with the literature, ethical issues and limitations probably encountered, 

basically it identifies procedures and logical processes that need to be performed in 

order to solve the problem questioned. Additionally, points out two significant concepts 

that will be exercised in this work, one of them is validity which intends the research 
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design to answer and achieve the research question and objectives, and expects from 

the results presented to reflect proper collected and correctly analysed data. The second 

term is reliability, it relates to consistency, veracity and credibility, as the book mentions; 

it might be used by another researcher as a support for their own work, therefore is very 

important the results present are well founded. The plan for this chapter is to explain 

the Method to be used, the nature of this type of research, then explain the strategy to 

conduct the method which must have coherence with the philosophy. 

 
 

3.2.1 Research Philosophy 
 

According to Research Methods guides, it is very useful to keep in mind that a 

researcher make use of system of beliefs and assumptions that influence him/her when 

is extending and adding knowledge in a particular field, this system is called the Research 

Philosophy of the study, and is important to explore its meaning and implication. The 

assumptions could be either about realities experienced, nature of existence, the way 

objects are seen and studied (ontological), human knowledge, evidence, textual data 

and how is this interpreted (epistemological) or values present on the researcher, 

therefore underpin the research, such ethical principles (axiology). These will be 

objectively or subjectively present in every stage of the research whether consciously 

aware or not and will help to shape the understanding of research conducted, methods 

used and interpretation of the results, as well as making them reliable and coherent 

(White and Rayner, 2014; Saunders, 2019).  

 

Citing JK Smith, (Collis and Hussey, 2014) until late of the ninetieth century, 

research was associated only with exact sciences, (what is called now natural sciences) 

such as physics, mathematics, chemistry, etc.; but when business and management 

were recognized as an academic discipline on the twentieth century they were 

underpinned by social, natural and applied sciences, adapting different philosophies 

from them (Saunders, 2019) thus, there is not such as the “best philosophy” to work, 

instead; the philosophy that best matches to the method followed in this paper is going 

to be used.  
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When seeing the comparison of the philosophical positions for business and 

management in the bibliography, Positivism is the most accurate with the type of 

research to be conducted, Saunders (2019) lists a series of characteristics of this 

philosophy from the different assumptions, on the Ontological point of view, 

considering persons as social entities, thus real; from Epistemological assumption there 

will be measurement of facts, work with numbers, causal explanation, the previous 

surveys and researches will be used as base to compare with the results obtained in this 

research, therefore working with number, samples, percentages will be a key part of it, 

which heavily relates to this philosophy and from the Axiological the researcher will have 

a neutral point of view, it will be purely data analysis  therefore personal values will not 

influence the research results. 

 

 

3.2.2 Research Approach 
 

In the literature review section, there is an analysis of some of the papers 

recently published in regard to the objectives, considering this analysis as theory that 

will be used to support the hypothesis, the results obtained in this investigation will lead 

to our conclusions, in a logical manner; hence, due to the nature of this research and 

according to Saunders (2019) the approach adopted is Deductive, data collection will be 

used to assess the hypothesis presented, there will be a structured methodology and 

facts will be measured quantitatively. Premises on the conclusions must be true in 

relation with the hypothesis according to (Streefkerk, 2019). 

 

 

3.2.3 Research Purpose 
 

While scrutinize the bibliography, it was inferred the indent of this paper is 

Exploratory as it will explain what is happening after the GDPR was enforced, there will 

be questions to be asked to investigate whether or not people feel they have control of 

their personal data, another interesting topic to explore are the factors influencing the 

acknowledgment of this regulation, which is something very few have published (Collis 

and Hussey 2014). Other reason for conducting this research is to assess how well the 
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regulation is working, therefore it has an Evaluative purpose, Saunders (2019) mentions 

it is used in business and management to rate the performance of a strategy in an 

Organization, policy, programme, initiative or process and (Neuman (2011 p.28) 

coincide stating is frequently used by bureaucratic entities such as hospitals, schools, 

governments to gain understanding of whether a new program, policy or new way to do 

something is effective, which is really accurate with the research question in this paper. 

 

 

3.2.4 Research Method 
 

All academic resources concur in mainly two different methods to conduct a 

research, being these quantitative and qualitative, Saunders (2019) explains a way to 

differentiate one from the other is associating quantitative with numbers, when the data 

gathering  and data analysis procedures give as result numerical data and qualitative 

with words, audios, images, as numbers or statistics not always are the answer to 

interpret points of view such as experience or believes  (Wisker, 2008). Sometimes due 

to nature of the investigation a combination of these methods is used, Saunders (2019) 

states business and management research designs are likely to combine them. 

 

 Collis and Hussey (2014), White and Rayner (2014) and Saunders (2019) state 

Quantitative research is generally associated with philosophical point or view positivism, 

mainly from the epistemological assumption as research conditions can be employed to 

generate facts, also mathematics and statistics are used to evaluate the results. 

Additionally, is associated with Deductive approach as data collected is used probe 

theory. Therefore, according to these characteristics underpinned from the philosophy 

and approach adopted, Quantitative is the method to be used in this paper and the 

perspective to examine the research will be “experimental” and based on this, it is 

classified as “after-only experimental design”,  with this method the researcher “knows 

when a population has been exposed to an intervention and wishes to study its impact 

on the population”, where the change on the dependent variable is measured with the 

information known before the situation (Kumar, 2019), considered as secondary data 

which was obtained from different resources such as  European Union previously added 

on the literature review and few other gathered in a generalized way from, even when 
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the purpose is to measure this information with the data collected in the primary 

research, is not strictly comparable.  

 

 

3.2.5 Research Strategy 
 

 

The strategy is the plan the researcher will execute to answer the research 

question, is the methodological connection between the philosophy used by the 

researcher and subsequent selection of techniques to collect and analyse data (Sanders 

2019). Out of the different strategies that can be used to answer the research question 

presented in this paper, Survey will be employed, since the relationship with the 

research design concepts is very precise with the description given by several authors: 

is related with deductive approach, it is very common to be used in business and 

management papers, it permits to collect data quantitatively, it likely to be used for 

exploratory research (Saunders, 2019), is a technique also used in evaluation research 

(Neuman, 2011 p.29), is used in a positivist study since there will be collection of that 

and the results will be numbers to be statistically analysed (Collis and Hussey, 2014) and 

are used for example in customer feedback and opinion surveys (White and Rayner, 

2014). 

 

Besides the theoretical explanation above, some other reasons to conduct 

surveys according to these authors is the allowance to collect information in an 

economic way, this study intends to assess a whole country, it could be too expensive 

to collect information of every single person; therefore a sample will be used to 

generalize the results of the population. Surveys are the most appropriate way to figure 

out how a group of people thinks in relation to a particular topic, its logic is to sample 

respondents to ask them a list of questions which responses will help us to test our 

hypothesis (Neuman, 2011), in this research is imperative to know if the subjects 

acknowledge the regulation, if they do; which aspects have in common that makes them 

be informed, additionally to know if they feel they have control of their information 

being protected. 
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3.2.6 Research Time Horizon 
 

Author (Saunders, 2019) brings up the importance of choosing if the research 

will be performed as a “Snapshot” in a particular point in time, called Cross-sectional or 

study several “snapshots” along to a period of time, names Longitudinal this paper will 

be assessing the effectiveness of GDPR after 1.5 of being implemented, therefore is 

cross-sectional, which it regularly use the survey strategy and it best adapts to studies 

focused to review the relevance of a situation taking a cross-section of the population 

(Kumar, 2019). Although it might be interesting that later in time this research could 

become what is called Longitudinal, taking this paper as the first snapshot out of a series 

of it. 

 

3.3 Sampling 
 

This research is to be conducted to assess the level of awareness in matter of 

personal Data control among people living in the country of Ireland, when the study is 

applied to every single individual is called a census, is impractical to survey the total 

residents in Ireland due to budget and time constrains, therefore there is a need to 

select less amount of persons to apply it. A sampling technique allows the researcher to 

reduce the amount of data to be collected by selecting a subgroup called sample that 

will represent all the big group or entire amount of cases which is called population. The 

sample will be used to generalize the cases presented in the aim and objectives by 

representing the entire population (Saunders, 2019). The sample selected has to relate 

with the population highlighted in the research question, there are 4.9 million of 

habitants in Ireland, as per ethics all the people which surveys will be applied must be 

above 18 years old, therefore there will be a subset of the population, normally called 

Target population, which are the amount of adults in Ireland, 3.6 million (Ireland 

Population 2019 (Demographics, Maps, Graphs), 2019). 

 

Sample techniques are categorized in two types: Probability also called 

representative or random sampling and non-probability also known as non-random. The 

first is regularly associated with survey strategy and means that the probability of an 

element in the target population is the same, the chance of being selected is equal for 
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everyone, is not influenced by other considerations. The second, when is not possible to 

answer the research question or to make the objectives clear with the sample selected, 

hence a subjective judgement is used to select a sample. (Kumar, 2019; Saunders, 2019). 

The main technique to be used in this paper is probability. 

 

Saunders 2019 and Kumar 2019, state some stages in the process of selecting a 

probability sample, the first stage is to find the sample frame, which is all the elements 

in the target population from where the sample will be selected, mentioned before, 4.9 

million of habitants in Ireland is the sample frame; from which 1.9 million are located in 

Dublin, around 399,216 are located in Cork and other major cities such as Limerick, 

Galway and Swords are in 100,000 range. (Ireland Population 2019 (Demographics, 

Maps, Graphs), 2019). The second stage is to decide the size n of the sample, it is 

important to have a large sample size in quantitative researches designed to establish 

impact assessments or to formulate policies as it would assure the inclusions of 

individuals with different backgrounds and working in a random style, avoids biased 

results, “the larger sample size, the more accurate findings” (Kumar, p 295), but due to 

the previously mentioned restrictions of time and budget, the sample size will be 

selected by judgement and calculation; still non biased and done as accurate as possible. 

The third stage is to select the most appropriate sampling technique to respond the 

research question is simple random, as the target size is very large, hence the sample is 

calculated according to proportion 1/10,000, means that out of 3.6 million of adults in 

Ireland there will be 1 representing 10,000, thus the sample size desired is a total of 360 

persons, along with this technique as it involves the whole Country, is fair to apply the 

surveys in different geographic regions, called cluster sampling (Saunders, 2019); 

therefore the desired plan according to the proportion is to obtain 190 respondents 

from Dublin, 39 from the city of Cork, 10 persons from Limerick, Swords and Galway, 

and the rest from other cities.  

 

3.4 Data Collection 
 

It has been previously stated that Survey is the research strategy to be used in 

this piece of work for collecting data, there are two prominent types of surveys or also 
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called instruments, interview and questionnaire. Interview is a conversation between 

two people, an interaction either face to face or any other media with a specific 

intention where the interviewer (in this case the researcher) obtains data from the 

interviewee or respondent, usually explaining the questions and listening to the 

respondent talking,  although is basically a kind of questionnaire directed by the 

interviewer, for better understanding purposes observed in bibliography, the term 

questionnaire will be reserved as per the following definition: a written list of close-

ended questions completed by respondents which answers are recorded, is an efficient 

way to gather responses for large samples and must be clear and easy to understand, as 

the interviewer does not explain them. (Neuman, 2011; Bryman, 2016; Kumar, 2019; 

Saunders, 2019) 

 

After reviewing different options, it was concluded that self-administered 

questionnaire, where the respondents will answer the questions by completing the 

questionnaire themselves (Bryman, 2016) was the most suitable and convenient 

instrument to use. It is an online questionnaire developed using the software tool called 

Google survey form and for the respondents to have access to it, the hyperlink 

generated was distributed electronically by text message but also sent by email to each 

participant. This instrument was elected because it can be easily shared to a different 

parts of the country and due to the geographic need is very convenient, is also fast, 

cheap and of easy access from any mobile device.  

 

If there is not enough response by internet, there is the possibility to conduct a 

researcher completed type, where the researcher ask the questions to the respondent 

either by phone or face to face or the questions are printed out and handed to the 

respondent by the researcher.  

 

3.4.1 Questionnaire Design 
 

The questionnaire was designed using as much common language as possible, 

avoiding ambiguity and clear for the participant in case was not familiar with the topic. 

It was done by carefully reviewing the literature review, mainly to be able to compare 
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the findings previously done by other researchers, moreover; the results of this paper 

will contribute to have updated information in a region it hasn’t previously been carried 

out. It is constructed to meet the aims and the objective; by reaching them, the 

responses with help to answer the research question, which dependent variable will be 

deducted from the results given. It consists of twenty-one questions, eighteen closed 

questions to make easy for the respondent go through the questionnaire by just 

selecting an answer from a dropdown textbox, two scoring or also called ranking 

questions in a matrix format, and one opened question as a matter of qualitative 

contribution.  

 

The first three questions are intended to gather factual or demographic data 

such as age, occupational status, and place of residence, the next sixteen questions are 

about opinions or attitude and two are about behaviour. The questions to determine 

perception of the population of the Regulation are number 4 – 9 and 16,  number 10 to 

13 were asked to find out the awareness of the main aspects of the GDPR, to determine 

the level of trust in companies we asked questions 14 and 15, 17 to 20 to find out Data 

control and ownership, additionally there was one taken from a previous work (Presthus 

and Sørum, 2019), and some other are inspired in this research too.  

 

After the title, there is an introductory paragraph containing a small presentation 

of the researcher and the purpose of the research, the time it takes to respond, the 

statement that is voluntary, anonymous, for academic usage and that will be held in 

strict confidence. At the end there is a thank you note for the time used. Please refer to 

Appendix D to review the questionnaire. 

 

Prior the questionnaire kick off there was a pilot testing with recently graduated 

student who helped refine questions, make them easy to understand and delete one of 

them. He also validated the software tool was working as desired, both from a computer 

and from a mobile device, correcting a restriction that was wrongly placed on the matrix 

format questions. 
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3.5 Research Ethics 
 

Ethics and Codes of Conduct have been very important topics in the last decade, 

(Saunders, (2019) states as business and management research include human 

interaction ethical concerns are considerable, the researcher for this paper first assured 

to acknowledge the “DBS Ethical Guidelines” located in the Quality Assurance Handbook 

(Part C, 2019) provided, additionally of previous experience from perspectives working 

in Japanese, Danish and American companies, last company had a very structured Ethics 

process and strict code of conduct.  

As the access to participants was mainly internet-mediated access, which is the 

delivery of the link by text message and email; therefore there was no physical nor 

psychological harm done to participants by conducting this research, it was anonymous 

and under strict confidentiality, the factual data gathered was merely for statistic 

information and even though as per definition does not constitute personal data it will 

be attached to the GDRP, which means de deletion of the factual information gathered. 

Only adult subjects were considered and age data was taken in a rank manner, gender 

and email information was going to be collected but it did not make any difference for 

the purpose of the research, hence was discarded to avoid biased interpretation. No 

participant was coerced to take the questionnaire, thus it was voluntary. 

Due to its nature of being shared by a link and its anonymity, Internet-mediated 

access involves data integrity issues, to avoid the situation to the greatest extent 

possible, the majority of the participants were personally contacted by the researcher, 

the first selection of respondents were Irish citizens, therefore the researcher assured 

on sending them link, but is was considered the Article 3 of the regulation, stating it 

applies to every resident of the European Union, thus the link was shared also with other 

Ireland residents. Additionally as a consequence of lack of participation, researcher 

completed questionnaire was conducted respectfully in different cities to comply as 

much as possible with the cluster sampling proposed assuring data integrity and 

credibility. The concerning of making a good contribution thinking of the probability of 

others examining this piece of work in a future, was a motivation to conduct the study 

with truthfulness, trust and respect.   
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4. DATA ANALYSIS 
 
 

The survey was distributed personally, from the 30th of November until the 13th 

of December to acquaintances through applications such as Whatsapp, work colleagues 

email, Irish Politic Groups in Social media platforms Facebook and Reddit, assuring only 

Irish residents were the respondents, there was also supported asked from people on 

the streets, in the library and the common room of DBS.  

A total of 133 persons responded to the questionnaire, it was 100% completed 

by all of the participants, the raw data file obtained with the responses to the questions 

was carefully reviewed in the edition stage against errors or inconsistencies, some of the 

answers were fixed because of special characters errors and also to facilitate coding for 

later use on the analysis, pivote tables and graphics. 

Each question was considered as a variable, therefore had a section by its own, 

being the type of data categorized, responses listed and accounted.  

 

 

4.1 Findings 
 

As mentioned there are 4 aims to be responded, as mentioned in the 

questionnaire design, each question represented by a variable will be responded and 

grouped in those 4 categories according to the order presented in the literature review 

section to facilitate understanding. 

 

 

4.1.1 Respondent Profiles  
 

Table 1 provides an overview of the age of the respondents, 44.4% of the people 

which is the majority, are between 25 -34 years old, followed by the 35-44 years old 

which were 31.6%; 12% were persons of 18-24 years old and the rest 10% were subjects 

above 55 years old.  
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Table 1. Age of The respondents 

 
                               

 

As it was predicted in the sampling chapter, 60% of the respondents reside in 

Dublin which is 80 people total; followed by 9 

persons from Cork and Kildare each, 6 from 

Galway, Louth and Meath with 3 and 4 

subjects; there were 2 respondents from each 

of the following Counties: Carlow, Donegal, 

Laois, Limerick, Monaghan, Roscommon, Sligo 

and Wicklow, representing a total of 16 and 

finally 1 from Down, Kilkenny, Tipperary, 

Tyrone, Waterford and Westmeath, 6 total. 

The Bar chart in the Figure 1 presents the 

general percentage of the regions of people 

that participated in the questionnaire. 

 Figure 1. Region of the Respondents 

 

 

Subjects were asked about their occupation status as well, and the results 

obtained are shown in the Figure 2, most of the respondents are employed (n=95), but 

students (n=21) and business owners (n=10) participated as well, there were few 

unemployed people (n=7) also taking part of the questionnaire.  
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Figure 2. Occupation of the Respondents 

 
 

4.1.2 Perception of the GDPR Enforcement 
 

 Data from questions 4 and 5 show that 89.5% (n=119) of the persons knew about 

the regulation while only 10.5% (n=14) were not aware of it, being the workplace the 

predominant source of acknowledgement followed by social media. There were 3 

contradictory responses, since subjects specified they did not know the regulation and 

still responded a source, therefore these 3 answers were be eliminated, leading to the 

results presented on Table 2. 

 

Table 2. Source of Acknowledgement 

 

 

According to the results from question 6, 72.2% of the people (n=96) feel more 

knowledgeable of how their data is collected and processed by others after the GDPR, 
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whilst 21.1% (n=28) do not have the same thought and 6.8% (n=9) did not know about 

this regulation.  

Question number 7, asked what effect GDPR is thought to have on how business 

process data in terms of privacy, the majority of the people think it has improved, 67 

persons think privacy has improved slightly and 27 think it has improved greatly; whilst 

34 persons think it has remained the same, 4 persons think privacy has worsened and 1 

think it has greatly worsened, these results are presented as percentages in the Figure 

3.  

 

 
Figure 3. Opinion of GDPR Effect on data processing 

 

In the question number 8, respondents were asked if they think GDPR has made 

a positive contribution to Protect Data Privacy, 91 persons responded with an 

affirmative answer, 15 persons negative and 27 persons don’t know if the regulation 

contributes positively. Results presented in Table 3 and Figure 4. 

 

Table 3. Has GDPR made a positive contribution to protecting Data Privacy? 
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Figure 4. Has GDPR made a positive contribution to protecting Data Privacy? 

 

Question number 9 is a very distinctive question, since as mentioned before 

when the regulation was enforced, in order to follow the regulation statutes, data 

collectors had to inform the individual they were gathering their data, and they started 

doing it by showing notification banner on their website with the option to accept or 

refuse the cookie policy, this is how the question in the survey was presented: 

“GDPR also requires websites that collect data to inform the consumer and ask 

for consent to track website use with a notification, often referring to cookie policy. 

These are usually given with the option to accept or refuse their cookie usage. How do 

you respond to these?” 

The results to this question are presented in Table 4. 

 

Table 4. Cookies Policy 

 
 

In order to detect the sense of privacy of the respondents, question number 16 

asked if they were willing to give up basic personal data such as Name, phone number 

and email address in exchange for better services or discounts, obtaining an interesting 

very close result; 54.9% (n=73) were positive and 45.1% (n=60) were negative. 
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4.1.3 GDPR Main Aspects 
 

In order to determine the awareness of the main aspects of regulation among 

the respondents, the questions 10 - 13 were propounded, each one of them regarding 

to a different article of the regulation and the majority of the respondents 

acknowledged their rights, showing in general the positive results below: 

 

Question 10. Right to access (Article 15).  
 

Table 5. Right to Access 

 
 

 
 

Figure 5. Right to Access 

 
Question 11. Right to Rectification (Article 16) 
 

Table 6. Right to Rectification 
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Figure 6. Right to Rectification 

Question 12. Right to Erasure (Article 17) 
 

Table 7. Right to Erasure 

 

 
 

Figure 7. Right to Erasure 

 

Question 13. Right to Objection (Article 21) 
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Table 8. Right to Objection

 

 
 

 
Figure 8. Right to Objection 

 

4.1.4 Level of Trust in Companies 
 

In question 14, people were asked if they trust companies collecting and storing their 

personal data, knowing organizations have to comply with the regulation; 62.4% (N=83) 

responded they do not trust and 37.6% (N=50) responded they trusted.  

With the purpose to be more detailed, in question 15 respondents were requested to 

rank the level of trust they perceived from different institutions, obtaining the results 

presented in Table 9, which shows the total of responses obtained per entity.  

 

Table 9. Level of Trust in different organizations 
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These results are better presented in Figure 9, is clear to see the Institutions the 

people trust the less is Social Media Companies while the most trusted institution is a 

Hospital, the most neutral result was given to Human Resources at work.  

 
 

Figure 9. Level of Trust in different organizations 

 

4.1.5 Perceptions Ownership and Control 
 

 For question 17, answerers were given some examples of type of data and were 

asked if they perceive they owned it, the responses show that information related to 

their personal attributes are perceived as owned, more than the one they generate but 

is more statistical, see Table 10 and Figure 10 for reference. 

 

Table 10. Perception of Data Ownership 
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Figure 10. Perception of Data Ownership 

 

In a related question, number 18; the respondents were asked how easy was for them 

to give this information away, obtaining the results in Table 11 and Figure 11  

Table 11. Easiness to share information 
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Figure 11. Easiness to share information 

 

 

In question 19, it was inquired to what extent the subjects find their information exits in 

places they do not have control over, the results to this questions are interesting; 48.9% 

of the people (n=65) feel they have partial control, while a tight 36.1% (n=48) percentage 

say they do not have control at all, 12% (n= 16) consider to have a lot of control and 3% 

(n=4) don’t care about it. The whole results are showed in Figure 12. 

 

 
Figure 12.Control over information 
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Question number 20 is one of the most important questions, because I explains one of 

the main purposes of GDPR is to help individuals to have control of their information, 

therefore they were inquired if they felt in control of their personal Data, 75 persons 

responded they have partial control, 24 think they have a lot of control, 21 respondents 

think don’t have control at all, only 10 consider to have absolute control and 3 persons 

don’t care about control. Results are shown in Figure 13 as percentages. 

 

 
Figure 13. Opinion of GDPR help for persons to have control 

 

4.1.6 Open Question 
 

There was at the end of the questionnaire a final space to write a final opinion, a total 

of 40 responses were obtained, 2 had to be eliminated because of the non-sense of the 

response, there was no relationship with the topic whatsoever. Few responses are 

positive stating is a great initiative and motivating, whilst some others refer to the 

bureaucracy of the regulation as a burden for many institutions and others give advises 

to improve it. 
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5. DISCUSSION 
 

 The results previously presented will be discussed in the same structure, 

comparing the work by other authors previously presented in the literature review with 

the findings of this paper, contextualizing all the information for a better explanation 

and discussing at the end the answer to the research question. 

 

5.1 Demographic 
 

As per consideration of the researcher, one of the aspects to highlight is that 

44.4% of the participants that took the questionnaire, almost half of the whole sample; 

are from 25 to 34 years old, and the next majority, 31.6 % are persons from 35-44 years 

old; therefore a total of 76% of the respondents were young adults and middle aged 

adults, which according to the Employment - Employment rate by age group - (OECD 

Data, Q3), are persons in their prime working lives. This is significant because are the 

years where a person is more active in almost every sector, such as: employment, online 

shopping, social media, health, sports, political, economic, etc. This means their 

information is being collected or moved more often than the others which increases risk 

of losing control of it, therefore is important rise privacy concern, sadly, 10 out of the 14 

persons that responded they did not hear about the regulations before taking the survey 

were in this age range, the other 4 in a younger range. 

 

This research had participation from 20 Irish Counties, it was very valuable to 

have insights from residents from different parts of the country, even when 60% were 

from the Capital, it was expected since the consideration of the sampling. 

 

Most of the respondents were employed, and students that responded this 

questionnaire are above 18 years old, which are commonly employed, there was just 

one respondent in the 18-24 years range unemployed. The logical and initial 

consideration is that every individual that is currently employed acknowledge the 

regulation, because as companies have to comply with it, part of their compliance 

activities is awareness. Again is worth to highlight that half of the “NO” responses (n=7) 
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obtained are from employed people and 5 of them were from students, which in the 

researcher opinion raises questions about how the institutions are transmitting 

awareness to individuals. 

 

5.2 Perception of the GDPR Enforcement 
 

In the awareness concerning, an average calculated from the results of the 

studies examined in the literature review showed 67% of the people acknowledging the 

regulation, whilst the result obtained from this paper was of 89.5%, this confirms 

population in Ireland is more informed and aware about the regulation compared to 

other nations in the EU. Additionally, the results prove that the main source of this 

acknowledgment is the workplace, and the majority of the people (72%) assure to know 

procedure of the data collection and processing by companies after the GDPR 

implementation, which confirms the positive results and good awareness endeavours 

from the companies, being this country the host of many technological companies, it is 

crucial its residents are informed about all situations related.  

 

The privacy paradox many authors talk about, could be also confirmed in this 

research: 70.7% of the people sense the GPDR has improved business data processing 

in terms of privacy and a great majority, 91% think the regulation has made a positive 

contribution regarding this aspect, therefore opinions on Privacy matters are generally 

positive and informed, moreover when asking people their actions on the cookies Policy 

banners provided by web sites, 67% of the people make an informed decision when 

accept or reject these messages, which gives indirectly an insight of the caring people 

gives privacy, but when they were asked if they were willing to give up basic personal 

data in exchange for better services or discounts, even though it was a tight result, the 

majority of the responses were affirmative. 

 

The research got may positive responses, despite that fact; there were few 

thoughts on the last open question that is worth to analyse, it will be reviewed on 

section number 6.  
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5.3 Awareness: Main Aspects of GDPR  
  

In order to find out how the awareness in Irish people is regarding some of the 

main aspects of the regulation, they were asked about four rights separately, if they 

knew it and if they believed to get benefit from it; these were the right to access, 

rectification, erasure and objection.  

 

5.3.1 Right to Access 
 

The results on previous papers were very similar,  65%  people in the survey 

made by the European Union responded they knew about it and a total of 60% in the 

work made by (Presthus and Sørum, 2019) mention they might execute this right in the 

future. The results obtained from the people in Ireland are in the same proportion as in 

these results, 33.8% of the respondents (majority) know about the right and may avail 

of it and 38.3% saying they know it but they might not use it, 12% stated they didn’t 

know about it and still might use it, counting the 5% that assured they executed the 

right; makes a total of 77.4% that knew about this right and 45.9% willing to exercise it. 

 

5.3.2 Right to Rectification 

The outcomes in this paper indicate 58.6% know about this right and 51.1% 

might use it, 36.1% did not recognize it, compared to previous job where a great 

proportion of the participants knew about this right. In this case certainly there are still 

some work to do in regards of awareness.  

  

5.3.3 Right to Erasure 
 

 Many respondents in this paper assured they knew the right (74.4%) and a great 

proportion may avail it (67.7%), which is similar with the results obtained from other 

countries in the EU, having again a few percentage in all cases stating they have 

exercised the right. 

 

5.3.4 Right to Objection 
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This right obtained the highest score of acknowledgment (80%) and probability 

of usage (67.7%) among Irish residents, which is quite surprising but also optimistic 

compared with previous results  

 

The most predominant response in all of these queries was “I know about this 

and I may avail of it” which means Irish people are informed, aware and concerned 

about privacy and the statutes comprising the GDPR which means the endeavours for 

its understanding have been effective, although is good to highlight there is still a good 

quantity of people stating they were not aware about the rights mainly rectification and 

erasure.  

 

5.4 Level of trust in companies 
 

Even though it was previously discussed after GDPR and according to the 

theories of generalized trust, people is now relying in companies processing their 

information, the results of this paper showed almost 63% of the respondents do not 

trust companies collecting and storing their information, what it means to the 

researcher there is an opportunity for the authorities and organizations of raising more 

awareness in this regard, by informing people but also by them to have interest in 

reading and acknowledge the information handed to them. 

 

In relation to question number 14, it proves that when an institution is well 

known by a person, there is more reliability, being Hospitals, Universities, Banks, 

organizations people trust more, while an HR department is neutral, and even though 

online stores and social media are also institutions known by people, the concept of 

undergoing security breach leads to mistrust is also proven right, as the results obtained 

show these organizations are not reliable from the respondents perception. 

 

5.5 Perceptions of Control and Ownership 
 

5.5.1 Ownership 
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When respondents were given different examples of data and asked if the 

owned, expected results were obtained, which are medical records, birthdays, 

anniversary information, names, email address, phone numbers are more perceived as 

owned, than information they generate in social media about their online behaviour, 

proving that when is a sense of an unauthorized access to this data might violate privacy, 

it is perceived as owned. Additionally when is well known by the individual and when 

they do not perceive ownership of the information is easier for them to give it away, 

such as information generated online, results that were clearly obtained in question 18, 

where information generated in Social Media and times a web page were visited, are 

data easier to give away than Home address or Anniversary information.  

 

One of the results worth to highlight is that persons are more reluctant to share 

information of Medical records, being 48.9% not giving these away; compared to the 

1.5% of the people not giving away personal information of Name, email address and 

phone number, but hesitate. Medical records are still given away to an institution, where 

they have the right to object, correct or access, but according to these results, people 

tend to be even more sensitive to this kind of information than to their own names.  

 

5.5.2 Control  
 

In previous studies, has been established how the majority of the people 

perceive partial control over their information and few of them complete control, the 

results of the people in Ireland were surprisingly really similar, being also 2/3 of the 

population perceiving control over their information, complete control in a smaller 

number. 

 

5.6  Open question 
 

The open question at the end invited the respondent to write in their own words 

their opinion of the regulation, from 38 answers obtained in this question, 11 persons 

considered the regulation has either remained the same or worsened processes in terms 

of privacy and the rest considered there has been some improvement. In general terms, 

people speaks about three different topics, the still lack of awareness in people, the 
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businesses non-compliance and mixed opinions about the regulation, most of them 

referring at it as a good initiative but there is still some work to be done in this regard. 

The researcher considered important to mention some of the answers, and tried to 

classifying them in these different groups mentioned before to make it easier to read.   

 

Awareness of people:  

 

 “People are not aware of it enough for it to make a difference. Also companies 

will find ways around it and still use our data.” 

 “I believe the information about GDPR should be shown more often as an 

important information. People should be more aware about these regulations.” 

 “Every single individual needs to have their own control on their private 

information.” 

 “Nobody seems to fully understand it - even within organisations such as 

universities where I work. Everyone is aware of it but not fully compliant due to 

lack of understanding (as opposed to lack of integrity) - particularly the use of 

mailing lists.” 

 “It’s pretty decent legislation, but many services require you to hand over your 

data to use them.  At least there’s more awareness now.” 

 “This right was one of the most important ones in the GDPR, and is rarely 

discussed: http://www.stronachs.com/news-insights/insights/53-

employment/351-how-to-deal-with-employer-references-post-gdpr” 

 

Perception of companies:  

 

 “I don't think all companies in Europe are applying the GDPR properly and they 

are just ignoring emails about data deletion.” 

 “It is time consuming and a burden for small businesses and community groups 

to manage.” 

 “There should be a system where everyone using your personal information 

should be listed. Even if I can request companies to delete my data, number of 
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places you are requested to give consent to use that data on even daily bases is 

too big to keep track of.” 

 “Lots of additional paperwork, especially for small businesses, with little to no 

practical gain.” 

 “Can be excellent but businesses are still unsure so makes carrying out jobs 

incredibly difficult. Have worked in 3 companies since its implementation and 

they are either fully compliant with GDPR making it difficult for staff to carry 

out their work or not compliant at all and have barely any knowledge of it.” 

 “Facebook steals most of my search info and gives it to third parties. I recently 

received emails from banks and rcsi regarding other people's information. 

Many hospital Web pages are not https or containing certificates. People send 

me sensitive files in TCD because they think I'm a person who has the same 

name as me. My ebay account was hacked because my year of birth was in my 

username. I closed my account because their fraud squad responded by saying 

they would reset my password instead of contacting interpol.” 

 

Perception of the regulation:  

 

 “Easy to say things are being done to improve privacy control, however very 

difficult, if not impossible, to reverse the culture of being tracked at your digital 

every move, and having data being used to influence our society in various 

negative ways.”  

 “Greater penalities need to be available” 

 “I think until the cookie situation is resolved and enforced, although GDPR is a 

very good start, won't give people too much control over their data.” 

 “It is great to see Europe leading the world in data protection” 

 “GDPR is good in theory but its enforcement mechanism is ridiculous. At the 

end of the day, institutions which are scrutinous to respect the people's right 

will follow it. The other ones will follow their interests.” 

 “I think this new regulation is a great idea” 
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 “I am currently pursuing a PhD, where I work on technological solutions, and 

one I think about GDPR is that there are more clarities and interpretations 

coming now through supervisory authorities and courts. However, enforcement 

has been slow.” 

 “I believe that the GDPR has risen awareness about how data are managed and 

treated; however, I don't feel that has increased my power to control my 

personal data.” 

 “a really directive that was needed a long time ago , but am happy it is  here  

GDPR  is  is complex issue in terms of  different view point , one view you have 

the person who in theory is in control any data they have  , while on the other 

hand you have companies that  if they did exist  before the law have a 

somewhat  hard   because of all the extra compliance  that's need , while if the 

company is new , its easier to  put systems in place to be in compliance to 

GDPR” 

 “It's a pity it gets so much bad press, it's blamed for everything from schools 

not wanting sports or plays filmed to businesses refusing to help their 

customers” 

 “It remains to be seen how effective or beneficial it will be” 

 “I don't feel it is helpful at all. The details of it seem vague to the common 

internet user.” 

 “Sometimes doesn't go far enough, and is great at ensuring my data isn't held 

indefinitely” 

 “Cumbersome and overall useless. Enforcement is incredibly difficult seeing as 

damn near everything is a violation.” 

 “GDPR had actually limited the number of websites I use regular (News sites 

from America, Even shopping sites) and forums have all been blocked since 

they block every EU visitors because of the GDPR.” 

 “I don't think that when you request data to be removed it practically can be 

removed” 

 “Well meant but poorly implemented” 
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 “Step in the right direction, I do not believe companies will make real change 

until fines are enforced properly. Cookie request is ruining everyone's internet 

experience, enforce a policy to make it one click to opt out of all unnecessary 

cookies. Companies need to phase to other revenue models other than data 

surveillance.” 

 “It's a good concept. However, we generate too much data in our day to day 

lives to have any reasonable expectation that it remain private entirely. […] 

Unfortunately, that is simply not the case. Most businesses you interact with 

gleefully sell you data to anyone who will pay for it. The ones who say they 

don't are either lying or are doing it by accident. 

 “I believe GDPR is good in concept but when it comes down to individual 

companies use or storage GDPR has no real control.” 

 “The regulation is good, but business behaviour in practice is a different 

matter.” 
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6. CONCLUSION 
 

The endeavours undertaken in this research, had as an aim to determine the 

level of awareness and understanding of the General Data Protection Regulation among 

residents in Ireland after its enforcement, underpinned by different objectives; one of 

them was to identify people perception of the GDPR enforcement, discovering there are 

very high numbers regarding the acknowledgement of the regulation, a considerably 

amount of persons perceive the regulation has improved in terms of privacy and had 

made a positive contribution, also most people is informed before making decisions, 

these results are in general an indicator of a good perception.  

 

Another goal was to examine how important are the main aspects of GDPR for 

individuals in terms of Data Control, due to the high responses of people assuring to 

know the regulation and may avail of it, the deduction is that at least the main aspects 

of the regulation are considered important for the people, seeing also the opinions on 

the last open question, helped to have a perspective of how important is the regulation 

and the relevance it has acquired.  

 

Concerning the examination of the level of trust or how confident individuals are 

about their Personal Data to be stored and processed by others or companies in the 

results obtained, generally people do not trust organization with their information and 

some of the comments in the last question helped to have some perspective in this 

regard, there are still many processes to be improved for the companies one of the ones 

considered important, are small organization; there should be less complex process in 

order to a small company to comply with the regulation. Finally It has been determined 

that persons have some sense of ownership on data that feel should not be revealed, 

and after the regulation, they sense partial control on that information.  

 

After all the objectives had been analysed, it is considered the research question 

has been responded; the level or awareness of the Regulation and its main aspects in 

Ireland is high, therefore awareness has been really effective, though there is a lot of 

work to do in this regard, there are still people not aware of their rights, not interested 
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on avail them, even though people feel having partial control of their information there 

is as well mistrust in procedures and organizations. 

 

It is considered by the researcher the present paper has done a good 

contribution to the existing work performed by others, in the lights first of the first 

anniversary of the enforcement and second, to add an important technological country 

being examined. 

 
 

 

6.1 Recommendations 
 

The European commission showed it just as survey report for the anniversary of 

the regulation, there should be more work undertaken in this regard, there are still many 

areas of opportunity and gaps to cover, not complex compliance in small companies, 

make people know in a dynamic, generalized way how their information is being 

processed, and stop those situations in that an organization is using it as an excuse to 

harden paper work or increase bureaucracy. 

There should be a revision on how to eliminate the cookies banner from very 

web page, one idea is to run it as an update and part of the security features of the 

operating system and make it a certificate, that once read and accepted by the subject, 

is sent automatically as a general consent to every web page visited, and when it is 

desired not to consent, used the right of objection to request the removal of the 

automated approval.  

 

6.2 Study Limitations 
 

There were few situations out of the researcher control listed below:  

 Time constraint: - limited time to know tools such as the ones to make a better 

statistic work, limited time to gather information the initial purpose on the 

sampling were 360 respondents, time is one of the reasons of the decision to 

work with 133 responses instead, the lack of general view of the amount of work 

considered, is a recommendations the classes of Research Methods be more 

specific about the time required to undertake a research like this, it can be really 
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exciting once there is more perspective of it, and at the end there are many 

activities desired to be performed and not too much time available for it.  

 Respondent’s denial: one of the main ideas of the researcher to gather data and 

to be 100% percent sure of their respondents, was to apply the questionnaire 

one by one, in person preferably, there was even a talk with the Supervisor to 

visit different cities to cover as much as possible all the Counties in this country, 

but on the first exercise in this regard, there was many denial from different 

persons, the researcher avoided approaching persons visible busy, but some in 

relaxed in their work area or having coffee, when seeing the amount of denials 

obtained, there was preferred to make use of the technological tools such as 

groups in social media, political groups conformed by Irish persons mainly, 

additionally attending to social events, finding out it was easier once the 

researcher was known and trusted about the work to be performed, it was easier 

to get respondents, as it is a very interesting topic for the society. With a better 

participation of the respondents it is possible to get more accurate data.  

 Financial: There was going to be an effort to fund trips to other cities of the 

country but due to the lack of response on the one on one exercise performed 

in Dublin, it was preferred to only visit closer counties. Additionally for some 

good tools to be used such a survey money there was an anual fee to cover 

unable to the researcher to afford, as well as some really good academic articles 

unable to be accessed for the limitation of economic resources. 

 Limited Location: The country made a limitation, even though it was at the end 

beneficial since there were other countries already assessed and it was just fair 

to perform a revision in Ireland, the only limitation is that the researcher would 

have liked to perform this research in all the counties, as well as receive more 

responses. 

 Limited related researches: There are a limited amount of researchers there are 

many related with GDPR, but as it is a complex topic, it has many variations not 

all of them focused in the objectives presented in this work, there is though a 

very helpful platform called research gate where even some researches are 

already requesting this paper for review.  
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 Lack of availability of good Material: There are some really good articles unable 

to me accessed in a free basis, therefore there were not used in this paper. 

 

Even with those limitations, the response to the objectives was very positive, and will 

leave a path for future research. 

 

6.3 Future Research 
 

It would be good to reapply this research by doing a before and after 

experimental design method for at least the next five years, to have a better perspective 

of the changes on awareness in people, which should be incremented; therefore is very 

captivating to analyse its performance. 

Additionally, it would be good to make a similar research from the organization 

perspective, to review if they perceive they are fully compliant, if they are really 

interested in protect the information of their clients or consumers, if they have 

proposals in order to exercise the regulation for the different situations. 

To investigate what kind of audits or which are the basis of the regulation to 

apply the fee to the companies that are not in compliance.  
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Source: Dissertation Skills for Business and Management Students p. 29 
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Appendix D 
 

Questionnaire  

My name is Jessika, an MBA student from Dublin Business School, I am conducting this 

research to determine the effectiveness of awareness of the General Data Protection 

Regulation in Ireland. This survey should take approximately 10 minutes to be 

completed, is voluntary, anonymous and for academic purposes only. 

 

All the information provided will be held in strict confidence and will be deleted when 

this study is over. 

 

Please answer the following questions: 

1. Age  

18-24 

25-34  

35-44 

45-54  

55-64 

65+ 

2. Region 

Antrim 

Armagh 

Carlow 

Cavan 

Clare 

Cork 

Derry 

Donegal 

Down 

Dublin 

Fermanagh 

Galway 
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Kerry 

Kildare 

Kilkenny 

Laois 

Leitrim 

Limerick 

Longford 

Louth 

Mayo 

Meath 

Monaghan 

Offaly 

Roscommon 

Sligo 

Tyrone 

Tipperary 

Waterford 

Westmeath 

Wexford 

Wicklow 

3. Occupational Status  

Employed   

Own Business 

Unemployed  

Student    

4. GDPR (General Data Protection Regulation) was implemented in May 25th 2018, 

have you heard about it before taking this survey?  

Yes        

No 

5. If you answer was yes, how did you heard about it? 

Newspaper    

Television 
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Radio 

Government Institute  

Workplace 

School  

Social Media 

Family / friend / acquaintance 

I haven't heard about it 

 

6. Do you feel more knowledgeable about how your Personal Data is collected and 

processed by others after the GDPR? 

Yes 

No  

I didn't know about it 

7. What effect do you think GDPR has on how business process your data in terms 

of privacy? 

It has improved greatly 

It has improved slightly 

It has remained the same 

It has worsened 

It has greatly worsened 

8. Do you think GDPR has made a positive contribution to protecting Data Privacy? 

Yes 

No 

I don’t know 

 

9. GDPR also requires websites that collect data to inform the consumer and ask 

for consent to track website use with a notification, often referring to cookie 

policy. These are usually given with the option to accept or refuse their cookie 

usage. How do you respond to these? 

I read the privacy policy at least once before I decide.  

I understand what the policy is and press “Accept” to close it.  

I understand what the policy is and press “Do not Accept” to close it.  
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I don’t understand what the policy is and press “Accept” to close it.  

I don’t understand what the policy is and press “Do not Accept” to close it 

 
10. Right to Access: right to be told. You may request to see what is done with your 

information. 

I know about this and may avail of it 

I know of this but probably won’t use it 

I have executed this right 

I didn’t know about this and may avail of it 

I didn’t know about this but I probably won’t use it 

I don’t care about this right.  

 
 
 

11. Right to Rectification: request corrections of any errors or incomplete 

information on your Personal Data 

I know about this and may avail of it 

I know of this but probably won’t use it 

I have executed this right 

I didn’t know about this and may avail of it 

I didn’t know about this but I probably won’t use it 

I don’t care about this right.  

 
12. Right to Erasure: request to have your information deleted from any database 

stored 

I know about this and may avail of it 

I know of this but probably won’t use it 

I have executed this right 

I didn’t know about this and may avail of it 

I didn’t know about this but I probably won’t use it 

I don’t care about this right.  

 
13. Right to Objection: you have the right to object companies sending you 

advertisement. 
I know about this and may avail of it 

I know of this but probably won’t use it 

I have executed this right 

I didn’t know about this and may avail of it 

I didn’t know about this but I probably won’t use it 

I don’t care about this right. 
 

14. Knowing companies have to comply with GDPR, do you trust them collecting 
and storing your personal data? 
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Yes 
No 

 
15. On a scale from 1 to 5 where 1 is low and 5 is high, rank the level of privacy 

trust you perceive from the following entities: 
 

Hospital         
University 
Bank 
Government 
Online Stores 
Social Media 
Travel Agencies 
Human Resources at work 

 
16. Are you willing to give up basic personal data such as Name, phone number and 

email address in exchange for better services or discounts? 

Yes 

No 

17. To what extent you perceive you own the following type of personal data 

Names, email address, and phone number 

Information you generate in social media such as Places you have been, 

Sport Teams you support, Artist you like 

Birthday, Anniversary information 

How many times you have visited a certain webpage 

Medical Records 

 

18. How easy do you give this information? 

Names, email address, and phone number 

Information you generate in social media such as Places you have been, 

Sport Teams you support, Artist you like 

Birthday, Anniversary information 

How many times you have visited a certain webpage 

Medical Records 

 

19. To what extent do you find that your personal information exists in places that 

you do not have control over (other companies, countries, etc)? 
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I have control over everything 

I have a lot of control 

I have partial control 

I have no control at all 

I do not care about it 

 
20. The main purpose of the General Data Protection Regulation is to help you to 

take control of your personal information, what do you think about it? 
I have control over all my Personal Data 
I have a lot of control 
I have partial control 
I have no control at all 
I do not care about it. 

 
 
 

21. Do you have any final opinions or contributions regarding GDPR? 
 
Thank you for complete this Survey, your contribution is very valuable. 
 

 
 

 

 
 

 
 

 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 


